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High-energy heavy-ion collision experiments, which produce systems with large baryon
density, are an important step in the search for quark-gluon plasma[1]. Present eorts
are concentrated on exploring the domain of nonzero baryon density. The eld theoretical
study of nite baryon density in QCD begins with the inclusion of a chemical potential,
, which modies the fermion piece of the Euclidean action:   @ + m !   @   
4
 +
m. The introduction of a chemical potential leads to a domain where the nonperturbative
information can only be obtained from models(The numerical simulations of lattice-QCD
action are not tractable in the domain of  6= 0[2]). Since the global color symmetry
model(GCM)[3,4,5] provides a nonperturbative framework that admits the simultaneous
study of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking and connement, it is expected to be well
suited to explore the transition from hadronic matter to QGP[6].
It is the aim of this letter to study the chemical potential dependence of the dressed-
quark propagator in the framework of the GCM, which provides a means of determining the
behavior of the chiral and deconnement order parameters. Up to this end let us consider




















































(x   y) is







does not evolve with . For convenience, we will employ a model ansatz D
ab






D(x y) for the gluon propagator, which is often referred to as the so-called \Feynman-
like" gauge[4](It should be noted that the above ansatz should be regarded merely as a model
form for the gluon two-point function).
Introducing an auxiliary bilocal eld B

(x; y) and applying the standard bosonization









































































is determined by Fierz transformation in Dirac, color and














































































(x  y) to diagonal components in Lorentz indices, the tensor 

is excluded.
In the mean-eld approximation, the elds B

































(x; y) at the nite chemical



























It should be noted that both B

0
(x; y) and G
 1
0
(x; y) are dependent on the chemical po-
tential . If the chemical potential  is switched o, G
0
[] goes into the dressed vacuum
quark propagator G  G
0
[ = 0], which has the decomposition
G
 1





































































































Here we want to stress that the B(p
2
) in Eq.(11) has two qualitatively distinct solutions.
The \Nambu-Goldstone" solution, for which
B(p
2
) 6= 0; (12)
describes a phase in which: 1) chiral symmetry is dynamically broken. Because one has a
nonzero quark mass function; and 2) the dressed quarks are conned, because the propagator
described by these functions does not have a Lehmann representation. The alternative
\Wigner" solution, for which
B(p
2
)  0; (13)
describes a phase in which chiral symmetry is not broken and the dressed-quarks are not
































) denotes the dressed quark vector self energy function in \Wigner" phase.



















), one often use model
forms for gluon two-point function as input in Eq.(11). Here we investigate two dierent































































































), which dominates for small q
2
, simulates the infrared enhancement and
connement. The dressed-gluon propagator is strongly enhanced, which leads via the QCD
gap equation(11) to an infrared enhancement of the light quark mass function. These modi-





), which dominates for large q
2
, is an asymptotic ultraviolet(UV) tail





= 200 MeV . The model parameters  and  are adjusted to reproduce the weak
decay constant in the chiral limit f





) have been used in
Ref.[8] and it has been shown that with these values a satisfactory description of all low
energy chiral observables can be achieved(more detail can be seen in Refs.[8] and [9]).
Let us now study the chemical potential dependence of the dressed quark propagator. To
this, one can numerically study Eq.(8). From Lorentz structure, the most general form for
the G
 1
(p; )(in the chiral limit) which fullls Eq.(8), reads
G
 1




; [u  p]
2




; [u  p]
2




; [u  p]
2
) (16)




; [u  p]
2




; [u  p]
2











0; ). However, the model gluon propagator(14,15), as pointed out above, has
no explicit -dependence, which can arise through quark vacuum polarisation insertions.
As such it may be inadequate at large value of , particularly near any critical chemical
potential. Therefore, it is comparatively safe to study the low chemical potential dependence
of the dressed quark propagator by means of Eq.(8) with the model gluon propagator(14,15).
Here we restrict ourselves to study the rst-order dependence of G
 1
0




































































In coordinate space the dressed vertex  
4




[] with respect to the chemical potential .



























Substituting Eq.(8) and (18) into Eq.(20), we have the inhomogeneous ladder Bethe-












































































Eqs.(9) and (22) yields
 
4







i.e., the vector \Ward identity" is satised[10,11]. This means that it is the nonperturba-
tive dressed eect which modies the bare vertex 
4
to the nonperturbative dressed vertex
 
4
(P; 0) at the level of linear response approximation.
By means of \Ward identity"(23) and Eq.(17), we have the chemical potential dependence
of the dressed quark propagator in \Nambu-Goldstone" and \Wigner"phase separately( here
we only consider the rst order dependence of G
 1
0








































































































) here, as pointed out above, are known by
numerically solving the corresponding DSE.
As it is shown in Eqs.(24) and (25), for  6= 0 the dressed-quark self energies in general
acquire an imaginary part driven by the chemical potential [12-15]. Just as pointed out
in Ref.[6], this eect is not observed in the study of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model and
the instanton-induced four fermion interaction model in which the interaction is energy-
independent; i.e., instantaneous. In addition, it should be noted that the above approach
for getting the nonperturbative  
4
vertex has been proven to be very useful for the studies
of nonperturbative vector and axial vector vertex[10-11,16]. This approach employs a con-




both determined from the eective quark-quark interaction by the rainbow DSE for G and
the inhomogeneous ladder BSE for  
4
.
With these two \phase" characterized by qualitatively dierent momentum-dependent
quark propagator(24,25), the GCM can be used to explore chiral symmetry restoration and
phase transition between \Wigner" and \Nambu-Goldstone" phase.
To explore the possibility of a phase transition one must consider the relative stability
of the conned and deconned phase by computing the -dependence of vacuum pressure
dierence(or \bag constant"[3]). It is equivalent to calculating the dierence between the
tree-level auxiliary-eld eective action[17] evaluated with the \Wigner" solution charac-
terised by B(p
2
)  0, and the \Nambu-Goldstone" solution characterised By B(p
2
) 6= 0[12]:


























































































































































































































B() > 0 indicates the stability of the conned(Nambu-Goldstone) phase and hence the
phase boundary is specied by B() = 0. B()=B(0) is plotted in Figs.1-2. The scale is
calculated to be B(0) = 0:131  0:152 (GeV )
4
(see Table.I), which can be compared with the
value (0:145 GeV )
4
commonly used in bag-like models of hadron[18]. It is positive when the
Nambu-Goldstone phase is dynamically favoured; i.e., has the highest pressure and become
negative when the Wigner pressure become larger. The critical chemical potential is the zero
of B(): i.e., 
c
= 270  375 MeV . This abrupt switch from the Nambu-Goldstone to the
Wigner phase signals a rst order transition. It should be noted that our numerical results is
7
only valid for small values of chemical potential. If it could be qualitatively extrapolated to
the reasonably large 
c
, then our conclusion about the rst order phase transition is correct.
Fig.1. Ratio B()=B(0) for gluon propagator Eq.(14).
Fig.2. Ratio B()=B(0) for gluon propagator Eq.(15).












































0.200 1.65 0.136 10
 1
1.83 0.135
0.020 1.55 0.139 10
 4
1.02 0.136
0.002 1.45 0.131 10
 7
0.83 0.152
The chiral quark condensate is proportional to the matrix trace of the chiral-limit dressed


















The calculated ratio h
~






0j : qq : j
~
0i can be seen from the Figs.3-4. In Figs.3-4,
we see that h
~




decreases with increasing , up to a critical value of 
c
, when
it drops continuously to zero(It should be noted that although our numerical result is only
valid for low values of chemical potential, we may still expect that it qualitatively gives the
reasonable large  tendency of the two-quark condensate). The change of h
~





increasing  in our calculation is consistent with results in Ref.[19-20]. However, this result
is qualitatively dierent from that in Refs.[13,14]. In Refs.[13,14], the chiral order parameter




, it drops abruptly to zero. We
want to stress that the conclusion of Refs.[12-14] is based on the fact that those authors
adopt the following general form for the solution of Eq.(8):
G
 1




+ i)C(~p) +B(~p); (28)
where ~p  (~p; p
4
+i). Although not explicitly indicated, the solutions(A(~p); B(~p) and C(~p))






[14]. Comparing Eq.(24) with Eq.(28), it is easily
seen that our solution(24) can not be included in the general form(28) given by Refs.[12-14].
Fig.3. Ratio h
~






0j : qq : j
~










0j : qq : j
~
0i for gluon propagator Eq.(13).
To summarize: in the present paper, we provide a general recipe to calculate the low
chemical potential dependence of the dressed quark propagator at the mean eld level in the
framework of GCM. From this the  dependence of the quark condensate and bag constant
are evaluated. It is found that the chiral order parameter decreases with increasing ,
which is qualitatively dierent from that in Refs.[13,14]. The reason for this discrepancy is
discussed.
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